Reach specific use of spawning habitat by adult green sturgeon (Acipenser medirostris) under different operation schedules at Red Bluff Diversion Dam
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Summary
Mature green sturgeon, Acipenser medirostris, enter rivers along the western coast of North America in late winter to late spring and migrate upstream to spawning sites. After spawning, they may leave the river or spend the summer and autumn holding in deep pools before departing from the river with the onset of winter rains. Evidence exists that the seasonal Red Bluff Diversion Dam (RBDD) was an obstacle to the upstream migration of green sturgeon in the Sacramento River in Central California. We compared the migratory movements of green sturgeon under three different dam operation schedules, including post-decommissioning, to assess the impact of this management action. The proportion of green sturgeon carrying acoustic transmitters that moved above the RBDD was higher when the gates were closed on June 15, one month later than the historical closure date of May 15, and increased again after the dam was decommissioned. The application of statistical analyses (generalized linear and additive mixed models) to the detection records of green sturgeon highlighted an improvement in connectivity after dam decommissioning. The data also indicate that interannual variation in river condition is an important driver of sturgeon presence on the spawning grounds.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Green sturgeon, Acipenser medirostris, are only known to spawn in three river systems along the western coast of North America. Genetic evidence indicates two distinct populations exist: the southern population of fish that spawn in the Sacramento River watershed, and the northern population of fish that spawn in the Rogue and Klamath rivers (Israel, Cordes, Blumberg, & May, 2004). The southern population is protected as a threatened distinct population segment (DPS) under the U. S. Endangered Species Act (NOAA Federal Register, April 2006). Freshwater habitat loss and degradation, due to dams, temperature alterations, and habitat simplification, was deemed an important factor in the population decline (Adams et al., 2007). Mature green sturgeon enter rivers in late winter to late spring and migrate upstream to spawning sites (Benson, Turo, & McCovey, 2007; Erickson & Webb, 2007; Heublein, Kelly, Crocker, & Klimley, 2009). The peak spawning season for southern DPS in the Sacramento River occurs between early May and mid-June, with favorable spawning habitat occurring along approximately 120 river kilometers (rkm) of the mainstem (Poytress, Gruber, Van Eenennaam, & Gard, 2015). After spawning, adults may leave freshwater or spend the summer and autumn residing in deep pools before departing from the river with the onset of winter rains (Benson et al., 2007; Erickson, North, Hightower, Weber, & Lauck, 2007; Heublein et al., 2009).

In the Sacramento River, the Red Bluff Diversion Dam (RBDD) has been an obstacle to the spawning migrations of green sturgeon (Heublein et al., 2009). This gate-operated diversion dam is located in the mainstem of the river at rkm 479 (measured from the Golden Gate Bridge) and was completed in 1964 to supply water to irrigation canals. The gates were closed seasonally between 15 May and approximately 14 September each year until 2009, when gates were closed a month later on 15 June to reduce impacts on migratory movements of fishes, especially green sturgeon. When gates were closed the only opportunities for sturgeon to pass the dam were through a fish ladder...
designated for salmonids (Mahmoud & Garcia, 2000) or through a narrow gap (≤0.5 m) between the flood gates and the river bottom. Green sturgeon were never observed swimming up the fish ladder, and the rapid acceleration of water through the narrow passage between the gates and river bottom is likely to have impeded upstream movement (Brown, 2007). Beginning in 2012 the dam was decommissioned when a pumping plant was completed to divert water to the irrigation canals.

Through the collection of green sturgeon eggs and juveniles, as well as passive and active telemetry monitoring of adults, spawning sites have been identified both upstream and downstream of the RBDD (Brown, 2007; Heublein et al., 2009; Poytress et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2014). Manual tracking of tagged green sturgeon showed that during the spawning season some individuals exhibit frequent movements over tens of kilometers between suitable spawning habitats (Thomas et al., 2014), similar to behaviors observed in other closely related sturgeon species (Paragamian, Wakkinen, & Kruse, 2002). Thus, in addition to blocking access to upstream spawning habitat for late-migrating adult green sturgeon, the diversion dam posed a barrier to natural movements between suitable spawning sites, effectively fragmenting the spawning population.

It is important to note that all sturgeon species in the United States have experienced range contraction, resulting in a 22% reduction in historical range across all species (Jager et al., 2016). While green sturgeon fall on the lower end of absolute habitat loss (~15%, Jager et al., 2016) the associated biological impact can still be significant. The fragmentation of southern DPS green sturgeon habitat resulting from the presence of the RBDD, occurs at a crucial location (within the spawning reach) and at a crucial time (within the spawning season). While the population effects associated with such a disturbance is not clearly understood, they could be assumed to be significant.

Effective management of migratory species, such as green sturgeon, depends upon reliable information on the seasonal movements of individuals (Nelson et al., 2013). Acoustic telemetry techniques are a suitable means to gather these data, through the use of either automated detection stations or manual tracking. The migratory movements of adult green sturgeon in the Sacramento River were recorded with automated stations both below and above the RBDD, to assess the improvement in connectivity resulting from changes in operation of the RBDD. We compare the probabilities of adult sturgeon presence in three segments of the spawning reach under the three dam operations schedules (closure May 15, closure June 15, and no closure). Understanding the individual and population level effects of management actions throughout the range of green sturgeon in the Sacramento River is necessary for assessing the risks to the southern DPS.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Automated monitoring

Since 2002, coded acoustic tags have been surgically implanted in close to 350 adult green sturgeon along the western coast of North America (data in SQL database administered by Biotelemetry Laboratory, University of California, Davis; Table 1). All tags were made by Vemco (Bedford, Nova Scotia, Canada), and implanted in wild caught sturgeon using appropriate field-based surgical techniques. Equipment, capture, and surgery methods varied by research program (Table S1) and details about specific studies can be found in Moser and Lindley (2007), Kelly, Klimley, and Crocker (2007), Heublein et al. (2009), and Thomas et al. (2013, 2014). In brief, sturgeon were generally captured by trammel net in the estuary or the river, and carefully brought to either a boat or the shore for surgery. A Vemco coded transmitter (V-16, variable programming, variable tag life, Table S1) was implanted into the peritoneal cavity through a 2–4 cm incision made between the third and fourth scute, approximately 1–2 cm off the ventral line. The incision site was closed with interrupted sutures. Post-surgical fish were released in the location of capture. We assume that tagged individuals were representative of the greater population, and that tag effects were minor or short-lived and did not meaningfully affect the behavior of the sturgeon. All individuals captured and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tagged (CA)</th>
<th>Tagged (OR/ WA)</th>
<th>Total tags*</th>
<th>Number (%) detected in study reach</th>
<th>Date of dam closure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>May 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>May 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>May 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>7 (16)</td>
<td>May 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14 (37)</td>
<td>May 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38 (97)</td>
<td>June 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28 (48)</td>
<td>June 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>25 (26)</td>
<td>June 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>7 (25)</td>
<td>No Closure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>13 (12)</td>
<td>No Closure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>13 (12)</td>
<td>No Closure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tagged through UC Davis were handled under approval from the university’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

After release, those individuals which migrated up the Sacramento River were detected by Vemco VR2 or VR2W automated receivers placed throughout the river (Figure 1; Table S2). Receivers were deployed on cabled moorings attached to shore. The moorings consisted of 30–40 lbs of weight and deployment distances were 15–30 m from shore. A vertical cable, approximately 1.5 m in length was attached to the weighted mooring and floated with a standard 12.7 × 30.5 cm PVC crab float attached at the end of the cable. The acoustic receivers were mounted to the vertical cable approximately 0.5 m above the weights. A detection probability analysis was conducted on the collected data to evaluate our assumption that tagged fish had equal probabilities of detection throughout the spawning reach. Detections recorded by these receivers between 2007 and 2013 were analyzed to describe movement past the dam site and quantify annual changes in distribution throughout the spawning reaches of the river.

### 2.2 Statistical analysis

Detections at automated receivers were used to quantify how many adult green sturgeon accessed spawning habitat above and below the RBDD site under each dam operation schedule, and to estimate when individuals transited past the dam site. We classified the spawning reach into three segments: a lower segment (49 rkm in length) from just below the Hwy 32 bridge near Hamilton City, California (rm 410) to Los Molinos, California, a middle segment (20 rkm in length) from Los Molinos, California to the RBDD, and an upper segment (39 rkm in length) from RBDD to Jellys Ferry Road Bridge. The spawning reach was divided into three segments in order to identify separate reaches above and below RBDD, as well as a lower reach that included known aggregation sites (Poytress et al., 2015). Specific locations of reach delineations were selected to ensure that throughout the study each segment had between four and eight receiver stations across the entire study period to detect the presence of tagged green sturgeon (Figure 1). Detection probabilities were evaluated using Cormack–Jolly-Seber equations to ensure there was no systematic bias in detection across reaches and years (Appendix S1).

We used two approaches to evaluate green sturgeon movement on the spawning grounds. First, we used a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) to evaluate differences in the proportion of tagged individuals passing RBDD under different dam operation schedules. Each individual that arrived in the spawning reach (upstream of rkm 410) from 2007 to 2012 was assigned a “terminal segment”, defined as the segment containing the most upstream detection. We then constructed a binomial GLMM with a logit link, using the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2016). The binomial response was positive if the terminal reach of a spawning migration was above RBDD. An identifier of individual sturgeon was specified as a random effect to control for non-independence of multiple spawning runs by the same individual. Detection year was not included in this model due to its collinearity with the dam operation schedule, but the effect of detection year was evaluated in a separate model. The significance of dam operation schedule and detection year as independent predictors of dam site passage were compared using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) to quantify improvement over the null model equivalent.

Our second analysis assessed temporal changes in distribution of adult green sturgeon throughout the spawning reach of the Sacramento River. To standardize detections across the year, we selected one detection per week for each individual fish, choosing the

**FIGURE 1** Map of the Sacramento River, CA, showing the segmentation of the green sturgeon spawning reach into the upper, middle, and lower segments used for modeling. The Red Bluff Diversion Dam is located at the delineation between the middle and upper segments. Autonomous receivers are indicated in the deployment locations of 2008.
last detection recorded in each seven-day window. This detection was assigned to one of the three previously defined spawning reach segments. Due to the nature of the passive detection array, while a fish remained at a point between receivers its exact location could not be recorded. Thus, if an individual was not detected over a period of three or fewer weeks, but the prior and subsequent detections were in the same spawning reach segment, the individual was assumed to have remained within that segment during the intervening time period. Additionally, mobile surveys were conducted by boat in two years (2011 and 2012) between Redding, CA and the Hwy 32 bridge. Surveys lasted three days, and were repeated 10 times (2011) or 11 times (2012) each season between April and October. These results were used to confirm locations of individuals holding between receiver stations, and were integrated into the detection record to augment gaps between detections at stationary receivers.

A detection history was constructed for each fish indicating weekly movement into the spawning reach, holding behavior, transit among segments of the spawning reach, and downstream movement out of the spawning reach. When fish were tagged within the spawning reach this movement history was only constructed for weeks after capture. If a fish did not complete its downstream migration into the estuary before the end of the calendar year, all detections after December 31 were removed from the analysis so to not confound upstream movements of other individuals in the following late-winter or spring. From these detection histories we developed a binomial generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) for each reach to describe the probability that a given fish was present in that reach during each week of the year. Models had a logit link function and thin plate spline smoothers, with a smoother for the week of the year as the primary explanatory variable (Zuur, Leno, Walker, Saveliev, & Smith, 2009). We also considered the dam operation schedule, the interaction of the week of the year and the dam operation schedule, and the detection year as possible additional explanatory variables (Table 2). For each reach, the resulting suite of potential models were evaluated using Akaike’s information criterion, corrected for small sample sizes (AICc; Wood, 2006) to select the most appropriate combination of fixed explanatory effects. Detections from all years were combined to increase the power of the analysis, while the identifier for individual fish was used as a random effect within the model to control for non-independence of multiple spawning runs by the same individual. In the model selection process, we also examined the explanatory power of a binary variable to indicate if a fish was tagged in the spawning reaches.

A conservative estimate of model fit for the final GAMMs was obtained using the approach suggested by Gilman, Chaloupka, Wiedoff, and Willson (2014) because traditional measures of fit are not available for GAMM analyses. We first calculated the percent deviance explained (a measure of goodness-of-fit) of an equivalent generalized additive model (GAM) which contained the smoothed and fixed effects but no random effects. When the AICc for a GAMM was higher than the AICc of its corresponding GAM, this indicated that incorporating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model structure</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>ΔAICc</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>GAM: Deviance explained (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper reach</td>
<td>s(period) × operation schedule</td>
<td>995.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period) + operation schedule</td>
<td>1009.7</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period) + detection year</td>
<td>1011.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period)</td>
<td>1012.3</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>1552.2</td>
<td>556.9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle reach</td>
<td>s(period) + detection year</td>
<td>1325.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period) + operation schedule</td>
<td>1333.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period)</td>
<td>1337.6</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period) × operation schedule</td>
<td>1351.7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>1471.9</td>
<td>146.4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower reach</td>
<td>s(period) + detection year</td>
<td>2223.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period) + operation schedule</td>
<td>2237.7</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period) × operation schedule</td>
<td>2246.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s(period)</td>
<td>2270.8</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>2480.4</td>
<td>257.4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Model structure and AICc values for generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs). Models were used to assessing the influence of dam operation schedule (seasonal gates put into operation on May 15, June 15, or not operated) on the location of adult green sturgeon in the spawning reaches of the Sacramento River, CA. All models also included the individual tag identifier as a random effect. AICc values were used to compare model structures within each reach, while the deviance explained by a corresponding generalized additive model (GAM; no mixed effects) was used to compare model fit across reaches. The deviance explained by each corresponding GAM provides a conservative estimate of the model fit for models with mixed effects, as current statistical research does not support a means of directly assessing goodness-of-fit for GAMMs.
mixed effects improved the model, and therefore the GAMM explained at least as much deviance as the equivalent GAM. Thus the deviance explained by the GAM serves as a conservative estimate of the fit of the corresponding GAML (Gilman et al., 2014).

3 | RESULTS

We recorded the presence of 127 green sturgeon in the spawning reach of the Sacramento River (i.e. above rkm 410), during 152 distinct spawning runs between 2007 and 2013. The detection probability analysis indicated that there was no systematic bias in detection across dam operation schedules (Figure S1). During each phase of dam operations a different number of tagged fish were present in the spawning reach (Table 1). However, across years the detection records indicate a single peak in the abundance of individuals recorded on a weekly basis above the RBDD during the period from early May to the middle of June, indicating the likely peak spawning period (Figure 2). Many of these individuals did not exit the watershed immediately after spawning, but remained in the lower reach from July through December and into the following year.

When the lowering of the gates of the Red Bluff Diversion Dam was delayed from the 15th of May (annual closure date in 2007 and 2008) to the 15th of June (annual closure date from 2009 to 2011) a greater number of tagged green sturgeon migrated into the reach above the dam. Prior to dam-reoperation (2007–2008) there were 4 tagged green sturgeon that moved above RBDD, out of 21 total tagged sturgeon detected above rkm 410 (19.0%). After the gate closure was delayed by one month (during 2009–2011), there were 32 tagged green sturgeon that moved above RBDD, out of 91 total sturgeon detected above rkm 410 (35.2%). Only 23 of these 32 fish (72%) moved above RBDD before May 15. An additional nine (28%) moved above the RBDD between May 15th and June 15th during the month-long delay in dam closure. The study years after dam operation ceased (2012–2013) saw 29 tagged green sturgeon move above RBDD, out of 40 total sturgeon detected above rkm 410 (72.5%). However, these two years experienced earlier arrivals at the RBDD site, with only one of 29 fish passing the site after May 15th. The overall enhanced movement into the upper reach is apparent from examining the proportion of tagged fish migrating above the dam versus those that remained below in each year of the study (Figure 3).

The GLMM analysis used to assess the correlation between dam operation schedule and passage above the RBDD site indicated that there were significant differences between operation schedules. We compared a null model with the terminal segment as the binomial response variable and only one random explanatory effect of individual identifier ($\text{AIC} = 211.5$), with a second model including dam operation schedule as a fixed effect as well as a random effect of individual identifier. Inclusion of dam operation schedule improved the model ($\text{AIC} = 193.3; \Delta \text{AIC} = -18.2$) supporting the conclusion that dam operation schedule was a significant predictor of the terminal segment achieved during these individual migrations. Tukey HSD post-hoc
comparisons ("multcomp" package: Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008) indicate that there was a statistically significant difference in upstream passage when the dam was not operated at all versus when it was closed on May 15th (p = .004) or on June 15th (p = .003). This can be visualized in the model predictions of the probability that a tagged individual would move above RBDD under each dam operation schedule (Figure 4). However, a secondary model constructed using the year of detection in place of the dam operation schedule had stronger support (AIC = 182.8; ΔAIC = -28.7), suggesting that interannual variation in environmental conditions may be confounded with the effects of dam operation for predicting green sturgeon presence in at least some of the spawning reach segments.

The GAMM analyses detected strong effects of the week of the year for all segment-specific models (p < .001). The models supported the pattern seen in the tag detections, identifying late May and early June as the period when the upper reach of the Sacramento River is most likely to be used by individual sturgeon (Figure 5). The models also indicated that adults are likely to be present for a longer period of time in the middle reach (April through July) while there is a high probability throughout the fall of detecting an adult sturgeon in the lower reach.

GAMM analyses also indicated the dam operations had a measurable impact on within-year variation in habitat use. Based on AICc (Wood, 2006), inclusion of the dam operation schedule (as either an additive or an interacting effect) improved model fit for all reaches. In the upper reach, inclusion of the dam operation schedule as an interaction with week of the year resulted in the most heavily weighted model (weight = 0.999; Table 2). In contrast, the most heavily weighted model for the middle and lower reaches included an additive effect of detection year (middle reach: weight = 0.976, lower reach: weight = 0.999). The second-best model for both the middle and lower reaches included an additive effect of the dam operation schedule (middle reach: weight = 0.021, lower reach: weight = 0.001). An additional random effect was also assessed which indicated whether a fish entered the spawning reach with a tag or was tagged within the spawning reaches, but this effect removed from the final analysis because it provided no significant improvement to the model (evaluated using AICc, Zuur et al., 2009). Visualizing predictions from the top weighted models that included dam operation shows that when the dam was no longer operated, the probability of sturgeon presence in the upper reach increased substantially (Figure 5b), while the probability of sturgeon presence in the middle reach decreased (Figure 5a). Additionally, the models show a long holding period in the lower reach from July through September (Figure 52).

4 | DISCUSSION

The completion of the Red Bluff Diversion Dam (RBDD) in 1964 fragmented the spawning habitat available to green sturgeon in the Sacramento River. Suitable habitat appears to exist both above and below the dam site (Wyman et al., 2017), yet access to the upper spawning grounds was prevented when dam gates were seasonally closed. Additionally, adults of this species have been observed to
move among several suitable spawning sites during a season (Thomas et al., 2014). Reduction of the access to, and connectivity between, viable spawning areas may have negatively impacted the genetic diversity of the population. In small populations, such as the southern DPS of green sturgeon, even the loss of reproduction from a few individuals can have significant long-term implications for the population’s demographic and genetic resilience (Thomas et al., 2014). Thus the reoperation and decommissioning of the RBDD had the potential to positively impact this threatened sturgeon population.

The telemetered movements of green sturgeon presented here highlight an upstream movement of the population during spring and a downstream movement of the population during the summer, with some individuals remaining within lower areas of the river during the fall and winter. This is consistent with information about green sturgeon of the Northern DPS (Benson et al., 2007; Erickson et al., 2007), and smaller scale telemetry information available for the Southern DPS (Heublein et al., 2009). Further, these data show that when gate closure was delayed until June 15th, additional individuals were able to move upstream past the RBDD site. The statistical models indicated that more adult sturgeon were expected to transit past the dam site and to be present in the uppermost segment of the spawning habitat (above RBDD) after the dam was decommissioned. Additionally, seven of the telemetered individuals who encountered RBDD after its operation schedule was shifted one month later were observed to move past the dam site on multiple occasions. Therefore we can conclude that the delay in dam gate closure and the ultimate decommissioning of the dam has enhanced movement into the upper spawning reaches and connectivity among spawning sites.

It is important to note that this analysis also indicates a significant role of interannual variation in environmental conditions. AICc comparisons of the GLMMs indicated that the year of the spawning migration was a better predictor of passage at the dam site than dam operation schedule. The GAMM analysis also indicated that the probability of a fish being present in the two segments of the spawning reach below RBDD was predicted better by a GAMM model which included the year of the spawning migration rather than the dam operation schedule. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that dam operations are important in fostering connectivity to upstream spawning grounds, while environmental variation should be the predominant driver of sturgeon presence below the dam site. This may explain the reduced model fit for these lower reaches, as there are almost certainly additional factors beyond dam operation that influences the overall migratory behavior. The timing of spawning migrations is often influenced by cues such as water temperature or flow variation (Benson et al., 2007; Erickson et al., 2007; Erickson & Webb, 2007; Fernandez, Zydlewski, Zydlewski, Wipplhauser, & Kinnison, 2010). These factors vary with annual precipitation, snow pack, and upstream dam management, and thus are encompassed in detection year in the model. Future work should focus on evaluating the specific environmental conditions associated with abundance and timing of the green sturgeon spawning migration.

Finally, these data indicate that the lower spawning grounds may provide important habitat during the post-spawn period in the fall, as adult sturgeon are most likely to be found in the lower reach from August through December. This suggests there may be different habitat features in this reach that are attractive for post-spawn recovery, prior to migration back to the ocean. Because green sturgeon is an iteroparous species, long-term conservation of this population would benefit from protection or restoration of habitat used by post-spawn adults as well as habitat used for spawning. Future work should assess the spatial and temporal extent of riverine habitat use in the fall and winter, and should identify characteristics of high-quality post-spawn habitats.

The construction of dams on the mainstem and tributaries of the Sacramento River has reduced the spawning habitat available to green sturgeon. We presented empirical observations with statistical support that showed the delay in RBDD gate-closure and ultimate decommissioning successfully enhanced access to suitable spawning habitat above the dam. We also note that there may be important effects of inter-annual environmental variation in migration timing and habitat use. We expect that increased connectivity will foster increased
spawning success, greater genetic diversity, and ultimately a more robust population of southern DPS green sturgeon.
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